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A comprehensive menu of Seven Park Place from London covering all 16 menus and drinks can be found here
on the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What Lola Murphy likes about Seven Park Place:
Lovely hidden away restaurant in St James's Hotel and Club. Tiny but plush. Lovely service. A great lunch deal, 3

courses for £29.50 with a glass of wine included not that I stuck to the lunch deal! I had a very fresh scallop
starter, and a lamb medley for my main apparently the chefs peferred dish. I chose well on both counts. I had

wine matched with my dishes and the red with the lamb was excellent. I wish I hadnt... read more. You can use
the WiFi of the establishment free of charge, Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and be served.

What Adriano Sartori doesn't like about Seven Park Place:
Pistachio Parfait with Raspberries. Nothing memorable about the desserts at Seven Park Place, from a taste

perspective or visually. The most interesting dessert from the selection we tried, was the Pistachio Parfait. The
candied pistachio nuts on top of the Parfait were the best bit. The rest of the dessert was rather ordinary. read

more. For those who want to a beer after work and sit with friends or alone, Seven Park Place from London is a
good bar, The barbecued food is freshly prepared here on an open flame. If you'd like something after-dinner
treat to finish off, Seven Park Place does not disappoint with its extensive selection of desserts, look forward to

the typical delicious French cuisine.
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�tra�
GINGER
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TEA
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STARTING

Condiment�
SYRUP

Seasona� Testin�
FOIE GRAS

Drink�
GLASS OF WINE

DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
BAR

DESSERT
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bein� serve�
LOBSTER

DESSERTS

LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
STRAWBERRY

CHOCOLATE

RASPBERRY

SCALLOP
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